ANTHONY   EDEN
'were disappointed by the negative results of their deliberation.
We were prepared to do what every one else was prepared to
do; it was in fact for Estonia and Ecuador to tell us rather
than us to tell Estonia and Ecuador. Collective Security has
always roused the British Government to the chivalry of
* After you '. Hoare warned us all against rashness. ' It was
easy *, he had said on the ist August, and c perhaps tempting
to jump into the arena impetuously, throw down the glove
and challenge anyone who disagreed to fight. Supposing,
however, that that attitude would destroy for years the basis
of international co-operation; supposing the result of that
action would cripple the League for a generation to come *—
and Right-Wing Conservatives, like Lord Londonderry,
stumped about the country—supposing.
The result was that Eden set out for Paris prior to the
fateful meeting of the Council on 4th September with no
instructions and the representative of a Government that had
simply come to no considered conclusion on the next move.
The Times had a first leader, * Mr. Eden Sets Out', and
described how his mission was regarded as one requiring
* tact, courage and persistence *, but as not being too difficult
for his undoubted skill. Hoare was also suitably praised. On
the 3rd, Eden dined with Baldwin at Aix—never before had
Baldwin been so near to a major European dispute.
The Italo-Ethiopian dispute was first on the agenda, and
Eden began the proceedings with his promised report on the
breakdown of the Paris talks. ' It was a dramatic scene... Mr,
Eden talked cheerfully with M. Litvinov '. Then * Mr. Eden
began his report, reading quietly and gravely before a hushed
and crowded audience '.x He spoke in cold precise terms.
M. Laval followed, putting rather more emphasis on con-
ciliation than the Covenant. Aloisi was next, and presented
the Council with a host of new grievances, including the
quality of the regime in Addis Ababa. Eden's appeal to
Italy to use League machinery to settle the dispute was
1 From The Times, 5th September, 1935.
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